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Ultima Vulnerability
Management as a Service

Without the right tools, organisations can be unaware of the true extent
of vulnerabilities facing their business, until they have been exploited.

Even then, they may not surface if the attack has no apparent impact,

Why Scan for Vulnerabilities?

leaving data and systems exposed for significant periods. Furthermore,

After any significant event,

legacy versions remain, which can have a catastrophic impact on systems,

transition to home working

by failing to patch or update critical software, the exploits associated with
PII and intellectual property, should they be exploited.

Vulnerabilities are not just linked to external opportunists and those
with malicious intent. Often they exist internally too, allowing rogue
employees to leverage vulnerabilities to gain access to systems or

e.g. mergers, acquisitions &

You recently experienced a
breach, which was tracked
down to your firewalls

traverse your network, without consent.

After a change in staff or

Powered by Qualys and delivered by Ultima's cyber security analysts, our

to rule out residual access

Vulnerability Management service provides regular identification and
classification, helping to prioritise vulnerability remediation activities,
reducing your exposure to internal and external threats.

managed service provider,

Ensure you are continuing
to meet regulatory and
industry compliance

You operate public facing
servers or websites that
could be at risk
Powered by Qualys

Delivered in house

by Ultima, 24x7

security experts

and fully managed

by our team of

3 distinct flavours,

Essentials, through
to Ultimate

You're unable to interpret the

sheer weight of spurious data
and false positives

Struggling to identity and

prioritise risks, associated with
vulnerabilities

Asset discovery

Start planning on

hybrid-IT estate

Plus etc.

across global

Cyber Essentials

Insights from over

180k vulnerabilities
from 25+ sources

We can offer a cost effective
solution for vulnerability
management

Speak to our experts
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Service Plans
From corporate espionage to financial motivation, criminals are

accountability, to provide you with the appropriate support for

on their security mitigation activities, so they can exploit them.

(with each host being an active IP address), doubling all the way

constantly on the look out for organisations who are behind

Our Managed Vulnerability Scanning service is available in three
different flavours, each with increasing levels of ownership and

Description

your requirements and budget. Pricing starts from just 16 hosts
up to more than 5,000 hosts, allowing you to cover partial and
complete subnet ranges, through to your entire organisation.

Essentials ¹

Advanced

Ultimate

12

24

36

Quarterly

Monthly

Monthly

Cyber Essentials Plus Service SLA 2

-

-

ü

Vulnerability Re-Scans - Post Remediation Checks per Annum

4

12

12

Chargeable

5

10

Scheduled Reporting

ü

ü

ü

Security Analyst Review - Report run-through and recommendations

-

1 x Annual

4 x 0.5 Day

Scanner Upgrades and Patching

ü

ü

ü

9-5:30, M-F

9-5:30, M-F

9-5:30, M-F

-

-

ü

£375

£250

£200

-

-

£2,200

Change Management - Changes per Annum
Scheduled Scan Frequency

Ad-Hoc Scans - Included per Annum

Service Hours (excl Public Holidays)
Vulnerability Remidation Service 3
Additional Ad-Hoc Scans - Bundle of 5
Additional Vulnerability Remediation Service - Pack of 5 Tokens
¹ Managed Service Customers Only

² Notications of vulnerabilities and ability commence remediation - where possible - within 2 business days

³ This involved access to Ultima SMEs to assist with remediation and is limited to one of our supported technologies

About Us
If you're worried about perimeter security or just want to check everything's running ok,

you've come to the right place. We've been in the security business for over 25 years and

have seen it all. Our team have certifications in Cisco, Check Point, Palo Alto and Fortinet,
which means we can get to the crux of any issue, fast!

Gainsborough House,

Manor Park, Basingstoke Road,
Reading, Berkshire,

RG2 0NA, UK

T: 0333 015 8000

E: enquiries@ultima.com

W: ultima.com

